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Sales Operating System
A systematic approach to selling the products and services resulted in reduction in 
customer and seller risk management, standardized customer interaction during 
selling and leading performance indicators to manage financial business objectives.

p r o f e s s i o n a l  w o r k

developed with:

‘FUNCTIONAL’ SALES PROCESS MEASURES

‘FUNCTIONAL’ SALES PROCESS MEASURESMktg.
SC  Area Office DCI Sales Org. DCI Sales Supt. Design

QUALITY

Determine the measures appropriate to the function/ department that reflect the skills and competence necessary for the process

TIMEL

Determine the measures appropriate to the function/ department that reflect the skills and competence necessary for the process

to effectively operate.  These are called functional - process measures.  When a department measures and monitors it performance level

as it relates to the skill and competencies they bring to the process.  We can ensure that the functions are operating at the required

skill level.  Furthermore, since work happens through the process we can also ensure that the process is performing up to standard.

Lastly, we are able to provide a more objective career development path for employees based on how they are performing 

the required skill sets and competencies as measured by the function.  It’s easier to see progression for employees along a staged

path such as Novation stages I, II, III, and IV.
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SALES  PROCESS  MEASUREMENT CHAINSALES  PROCESS  MEASUREMENT CHAIN
M2 M1I

- No  of  changes

M1E

Cost  to  qualify lead C t   ti f ti   ti - Customer  SatisfactionNo  of proposals  acceptedNo  of changes

QUALITY

No. of  changes
(see current reports)

- No. of  errors
(see exception report)

- Market Share
by:  product categories,

segmentation model

- Cost  to  qualify lead
- Understanding of customer
needs

- Opportunity score

- Customer satisfaction rating Customer  Satisfaction
Index
(budget, time, solution)

- Completeness per  customers
expectations

- Customer  complaints
by:
......$, #, type

- No. of proposals  accepted
by type of proposal / no. of
proposals  generated

- No. of changes
(office control log,

returned goods,
service checklist
project checklist

TIMEL

Signoff

- Cycle  time from  unqualified
to  qualified

Signoff

- Cycle  time from  customer
strategy validation to
completed solution(s)

- Cycle  time to generate
Customer PO
by:
.....size, complexity

SignoffSignoff

LINESS

- Leads generated
b

- Sales expense as a % of 
the total  sales/  total orders

- $ volume of leads qualified 
V

- Cost  to generate solution

COST
by:
......source, #, $

the total  sales/  total orders
- Sales

by:
.....services
.....segmentation model
.....product  categories
% of  business 

(i.e. annuity, etc..)
- Discount
- Gross Profit

by:  job, segmentation, 
t

Vs.
...PO’s booked
...Leads generated

- Cost to generate qualified
lead

Leads Leads Sales Acct Solutions Specifications Quote Proposal

etc..

Leads Qualified Order(s) SecuredLeads Generated

- Solutions
Package

- Customer PO
- Updated ASP

- Qualified
Leads
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Generated Qualified Strategy
Determined

Developed Completed Information
Gathered

Developed &
Accepted

- Unqualified
Leads

- Client
Sign-off

- Specification
Package

- Quote
Package




